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still), Betty Bang Mather, who took a bet on a fledgling composer and allowed me to 
perform it with her on one of her faculty recitals. The piece is fairly upfront in displaying its 
influences (perhaps what we call a composer’s “maturity” is, in fact, nothing more than 
his/her ever greater skill at concealing what’s been learned—or stolen—from others). I 
won’t tip my hand too much, but the fast section of the second piece is marked “Allegro 
quasi Hindemith.” At least I knew whom I was stealing from. The first piece is quite moody 
while the second’s full of laughs, thrills, and spills.

Hara for solo alto flute (1978) was written for Betty Bang Mather on the occasion of 
her 25th anniversary as flute professor at the University of Iowa (I try to slip in a dedication 
to Betty every decade or so). Very much influenced by the music and playing techniques 
of the Japanese shakuhachi, Hara translates many of them into “alto flute language,” 
along with some of the fruits of the then-current European and American exploration of 
extended flute techniques. According to books I read at the time, “hara” is a traditional 
Japanese concept rooted in the belly and signifying strength, fortitude, “guts.” When I per-
formed it in Japan in 1986 none of the Japanese composers and musicians I encountered 
were familiar with the concept and, in fact, found it quite bewildering. Was this an idea that 
was so Japanese that they didn’t want to discuss it with a foreigner, or were my Western 
sources in error? Still an open question as far as I’m concerned.

Sonate “Charlie Hebdo” for flute and piano (2015). Around Thanksgiving, 2014,  
I began composing a flute and piano piece (my fifth). I didn’t particularly know why, it  
just began to take shape and seemed to want to be written. A short time later a villainous 
terrorist attack occurred in the offices of the Parisian magazine Charlie Hebdo, and work 
on the nascent flute and piano piece merged with my response to that crime. One of  
the tenets of our civilization—the freedom to speak and write freely—was and is under  
attack, and in my deeply felt sympathy for those so cruelly murdered, the Sonate  
“Charlie Hebdo” found its raison d’etre. The first movement, Stele, is marked  
“meditative;” in its steady tread and transparency it suggests a solemn procession.  

That’s What I’m Reaching For, I Think: notes by Harvey Sollberger
The six works on this disc were composed over a 57-year span from 1958 to 2015, and as 
a result, one might think that they outline or delineate my compositional evolution over that 
period. Fair enough, though with one significant caveat: there are at least 75 other com-
positions of mine that figure in that selfsame evolution (if evolution it is), ranging from solo 
works to electronic music to works for soloists, chorus and orchestra. Put more modestly, 
what these six works present are a series of snapshots of my compositional concerns 
being worked out across and through the medium of a single instrument, the flute. In that 
some 35 or so of my compositions feature or privilege the flute in some particular way, 
these six can be thought of as the plums or “pick of the litter” of that output. But not the 
only ones, certainly...

Grand Quartet for Flutes (1962) was composed while I was a graduate student at 
Columbia University. It was inspired by an evening of flute quartet playing with my teachers 
Betty Bang Mather and Samuel Baron and my wife-to-be, Sophie Schultz. The evening’s 
centerpiece was Friedrich Kuhlau’s Grand Quartet, and in its aftermath, I wanted both to 
honor Kuhlau (to whose memory my piece is dedicated) as well as to reimagine the flute 
quartet medium in more contemporary terms. (Kuhlau, I should say, is now mostly forgot-
ten, but remains well known to flutists for his flute music; he was admired by Beeethoven 
who dedicated a punning canon—Kuhl nicht lau—to him). My early years in New York City 
brought me into contact with many exciting composers—Stefan Wolpe, Ralph Shapey, 
Milton Babbitt, Ursula Mamlok, Morton Feldman, Edgard Varese, Charles Wuorinen,  
John Cage, Gunther Schuller, Joan Tower, Elliott Carter, George Perle—and I now hear  
the GQ as my attempt to forge something unique and personal out of the inspiration,  
confusion, and exhilaration of all of that music happening and exploding around me in 
those days. Turbulent, fruitful years!

Two Pieces for Two Flutes (1958; revisions 1960, 1962). I composed Two Pieces 
while an undergraduate at the University of Iowa. It’s dedicated to my teacher (then and 
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four other possible paths/ways through the piece: tracks 10, 11, 12, 13, 9; tracks 11, 12, 
13, 9, 10; tracks 12, 13, 9, 10, 11; or tracks 13, 9, 10, 11, 12. I hope you will try and com-
pare them, keeping in mind that the silences/pauses between successive Sections should 
each be about 15 seconds in length. Within this variable formal plan, the musical materials 
themselves are geared toward the establishment of a kind of decentered musical continu-
ity that, in effect, forgets itself as it goes along—a kind of amnesiac music that floats and 
unfolds cloudlike within a perpetual succession of present moments. The work’s subtitle, 
The White Labyrinth, refers to a Charles Simic poem which makes a ghostly appearance 
by being chanted wordlessly by select duos in each of its four (non-Saturation) Sections. 
What all of the above means (I think) is that you needn’t listen here for some sort of teleo-
logical unfolding leading to a convincing conclusion (that doesn’t exist) or that adds-up 
into the proverbial “well-made piece” that some master accountant has crafted. Plenty of 
music like that, no? No, I like music that’s a little off-balance, even a little “off.” That’s what 
I’m reaching for, I think. 

 the cOmpOser

Harvey Sollberger is a composer, flutist, and conductor who 
was born in Cedar Rapids, Iowa in 1938. He is a graduate of 
the University of Iowa and Columbia University. His composition 
teachers were Eldon Obrecht, Philip Bezanson, Jack Beeson 
and Otto Luening, and he studied flute with Paul Wright, Julia 
Drumm Denecke, Betty Bang Mather, and Samuel Baron. In 
1962 Sollberger was a co-founder with Charles Wuorinen of the 
Group for Contemporary Music at Columbia University, the first 
contemporary music ensemble in residence at an American 

university. Sollberger’s music has been performed in many places; he was awarded two 
Guggenheim Fellowships and has completed many commissions; his recording activity 

The second movement, a diabolic scherzetto, is set within the constraints of the 18th  
and 19th centuries, which knew their own diabolisms. The final movement is of one of  
procession, rage, and release, and who better to carry us to angelic heights than Fra 
Angelico (the movement’s title is homonymous with the title of a book and story by  
Antonio Tabucchi). Leonard Garrison and Roger McVey premiered Charlie at the  
University of Idaho in 2016, and I had the good fortune to perform it in Paris early in  
2017 with the excellent pianist, Misaki Baba.

Aurelian Echoes for flute and alto flute (1989) dates from my days as Resident 
Composer at the American Academy in Rome. My studio was in the chapel of the ancient 
Villa Aurelia, hence the title. If the piece seems chirpy and exuberant, that’s how I felt in 
those days. So rooted is the music in its time and place that toward its conclusion listeners 
will hear the alto flute intoning the selfsame tune I heard wafting over every hour on the 
hour from the bells of the nearby church of San Pietro in Montorio. Another less ancient 
Roman recollection also slips in at the very end. AE is dedicated to my friend and former 
student, Lauren Weiss—romana par excellence—with whom I first performed it in the Villa 
Aurelia on November 3, 1989.

Second Grand Quartet for Sixteen Flutes (2015) was composed for the IWO Flute 
Quartet who premiered it at the 2015 National Flute Association Convention in Washing-
ton, D.C. It is dedicated to the memory of my parents, Marguerite Dennler Sollbeger and 
Jakob Sollberger. At the request of the members of the quartet, each player performs not 
just on flute but also on piccolo, alto flute, and bass flute. The piece, in fact—and you 
won’t notice this nor need you—employs every possible combination of these different 
types of flute, the Saturation Section being the only instance in which all four types play 
simultaneously. Beyond this, SGQfSF is one of the variable form—or flexform—pieces 
that I’ve been writing since 2011. That is, it is composed in the form of a circle that can be 
entered and left (started and finished) at any of a number of fixed points. Thus, while you 
can listen to the music as it is presented on the disc (tracks 9 to 13), there are, as well, 
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now tops 150 commercially released items. He has taught at Columbia University, the 
Manhattan School of Music, the Indiana University School of Music, and is currently Distin-
guished Professor Emeritus at the University of California, San Diego. In 2012  
Harvey Sollberger donated all of his sketches, scores, letters, and papers to the Library 
of Congress, and in 2015 he received the Lifetime Achievement Award from the National 
Flute Association. A portrait concert of his music was mounted in February 2017 by the 
Orchestre de Flutes Français in Paris, and he continues to compose and perform from 
his home base in Northeast Iowa. Harvey Sollberger is proud of his many former students 
who continue to break new ground while carrying forward his and his teachers’ work. He is 
also grateful to the superb performers of the IWO Flute Quartet who inspired and brought 
this disc to life and to the Iowa Arts Council for their support. For more information, please 
see harveysollberger.com.
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 Sydney Carlson is Associate Profes-
sor of Flute at Portland State University in 
Portland Oregon. She is a founding mem-
ber of the Museaux Trio and a member 
of the Portland Opera Orchestra. Sydney 
has performed in China, Mexico, Europe 
and throughout North America. She holds 
degrees from the Eastman School of 
Music, East Carolina University and the 

University of Houston. She has recorded 
on the Mark, Delos, Albany, CIEM labels.
 Leonard Garrison is Professor of 
Flute and Associate Director of the Lionel 
Hampton School of Music at the Univer-
sity of Idaho and former President of the 
National Flute Association. He performs 
in the Northwest Wind Quintet, the Walla 
Walla Symphony, and The Scott/Garrison 
Duo and teaches at the Red Lodge Music 
Festival in Montana and Blue Lake Fine 
Arts Camp in Michigan. 
 Jennifer Rhyne serves as Assistant 
Professor at Pacific Lutheran University 
where she teaches flute, directs the Sølv-
vinden Flute Ensemble, and performs with 
the Camas Woodwind Quintet. She is also 
a member of Symphony Tacoma. Rhyne 
previously taught at Fort Hays State Uni-
versity in Kansas. She holds degrees from 
the Oberlin Conservatory, the University of 
Michigan, and Stony Brook University.
 Paul Taub is Professor of Music at 
Cornish College of the Arts in Seattle and 
flutist and Executive Director of the Seattle 
Chamber Players. Secretary of the National 
Flute Association and President of the 
Seattle Flute Society, he has also served 
on the Board of Chamber Music America. 
He has toured extensively in Eastern 

Europe with SCP, and has recorded on 
Periplum, New Albion, New World, Mode 
and CRI. His CD, Edge: Flute Music from 
the Periphery of Europe was released  
in 2011. 

Roger McVey is an 
Associate Professor 
of Piano at the Lionel 
Hampton School of 
Music at the  
University of Idaho. 
He was a top prize-
winner in the Interna-

tional Beethoven Competition (U.S.A.) and 
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  Harvey Sollberger

 1 Grand Quartet for Flutes (1962)   [9:38]
  The IWO Flute Quartet

  Two Pieces for Two Flutes (1958; rev. 1960, 1962)
 2 Largo—Andante—Largo   [3:22]
 3 Largo—Allegro quasi Hindemith   [4:23]
  Jennifer Rhyne & Sydney Carlson, flutes

 4 Hara for solo alto flute (1978)   [12:32]
  Leonard Garrison, alto flute

  Sonata “Charlie Hebdo” for flute & piano (2015)
 5 Stele   [7:55]
 6 Scherzetto Diabolique   [2:05]
 7 I volatili del Beato Angelico   [4:56]
  Leonard Garrison, flute | Roger McVey, piano

 8 Aurelian Echoes for flute & alto flute (1989)   [12:56]
  Leonard Garrison, flute | Paul Taub, alto flute

  Second Grand Quartet for Sixteen Flutes,
  “The White Labyrinth” (2015)
 9 Section One   [4:32]
 10 Section Two   [5:24]
 11 Saturation Section   [0:52]
 12 Section Three   [5:09]
 13 Section Four   [5:23]
  The IWO Flute Quartet

  Total Time = 78:11
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